A Day In the Life
Grades 6 - 12 Apex Remote
Learning
At Home
At home, Jacob will access Apex using a district-issued Chromebook to prepare for the daily lessons and
learning activities. The content will be consistent with the semester content used in the “in-person” setting.
Logging In/Setting up for the Day
Jacob understands the importance of planning and managing his day. He reviews his schedule for the day
and makes sure to organize his materials that he will need for all of his classes. After preparing for his classes,
Jacob sits at his desk away from distractions and logs into his first class, ready to begin.
Class Routines
Following a sample schedule below, Jacob will log into his Apex class each day in each content area. The
pacing and activities for each class mirror that of the instruction taking place in the “in-person” class. Jacob
will also login to his gmail account as needed to participate in one-on-one communication with his virtual
Deer Park teacher. Students in grades 7-12 must complete 28.75 hours of work per week to be considered in
full attendance (5.75 hours/day).
Lunch
At Jacob’s lunch time, he takes a break from the virtual learning atmosphere to stretch, eat lunch, and
enjoy some downtime before preparing for other classes. After lunch and a break, Jacob takes some time to
reorganize his materials that he will need for his next classes.
Teacher Connections
As Jacob has questions that come up from a class, Jacob can reach out to his virtual Deer Park teacher
in a variety of ways. As with “in-person” instruction, if Jacob has a quick question for clarification of
understanding, he will email his virtual Deer Park teacher. When Jacob needs more in-depth support to work
through a larger curricular idea, he can email his virtual Deer Park teacher to schedule a virtual meeting. At
any time during the virtual learning process, Jacob is encouraged to reach out to his virtual teacher for help.

Sample Virtual Schedule
Times can vary as long as the student is meeting the minimum hours/week. This sample schedule
meets the minimum requirement in a day.
Time
8:00-8:50

Bell Schedule
Class 1

8:50-9:40
9:40-9:50
9:50- 10:40
10:40- 11:30
11:30- 12:00
12:00- 12:50
12:50- 1:40
1:40- 1:50
1:50- 2:40

Class 2
break
Class 3
Class 4
Lunch
Class 5
Class 6
Break
Class 7

